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ministry on the frontlines: reflections on pastoral care ... - among the scholars who have written about pastoral
care in africa, 4 including the leading pastoral care scholars indicated above as well as oth- ers, the themes are
broad and diverse. foucault and the genealogy of pastoral power - now, as foucault scholars routinely
acknowledge, the somewhat crude tripartite categorization of his work into the archaeological, the genealogical
and the ethical (or, the constitution of subjectivity) phases elides subtle variations within these pastoral care as a
resource for development in the global ... - the limited research on pastoral care in healthcare contexts in africa
has implications for african healthcare systems, pastoral care and the delivery of an effective, holistic and quality
healthcare service. counseling issues for international students pastoral care ... - theology demonstrates that
pastoral care and counseling is a part of practical theology as it is one way in which the church seeks to meet the
needs of humanity in general. care of the afflicted flock: pastoral counseling ... - pastoral care in the 1940s and
the 1950s.2 the filmed interview depicts this form of counseling, and it illustrates an approach to navigating
matters of sexual concern common among psychologists and pastors alike. public pastoral care as nexus and
opportunity for a ... - pastoral care as it is usually understood, particularly in the usa, narrowly focuses on human
Ã¢Â€Â˜angst and its appropriation of psychology, persons and painÃ¢Â€Â™. governing nursing through
reflection: a discourse analysis ... - care assistants, their managers and teachers, i will focus on reflection as
discourse and as technology of confession which produces discursive effects in terms of shaping nursing
subjectivity. proceedings of the 2nd biennial south african conference ... - pathological systems and institutions
of care healthcare systems devoid of life-affirming spiritualities  cannot ensure the healing and
wholeness of those depending on them. beyond the penitentials: early medieval discourse on penance istration in the church and pastoral care in late antiquityÃ¢Â€Â™, 97-120. 8 the scholarly landscape was
transformed especially by the publication of mary mansfieldÃ¢Â€Â™s the humiliation of sinners: public penance
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